This paper has put emphasis on the study of genetic algorithm based on the introduction of vehicle routing problem and its algorithm, proposed the improved genetic algorithm based on double layer chromosome coding scheme and adaptive crossover probability, solved vehicle routing problem with capacity constraints with adoption of improved algorithm, realized with C++ language programming and verified the feasibility and effectiveness of this algorithm with examples.
INTRODUCTION
Distribution is a function derived from transportation in logistics system, is the product of market competition, is an important process of logistics system and is also the focus of our logistics development in the future. Distribution is the process of delivering goods to clients based on order. Distribution not only refers to delivering goods, but also includes "picking", "assignment", "division", "assembly" and "distribution" etc. The logistics enterprises need to optimize the whole distribution process to attain the maximum profit (Liu et al., 2009) . Preparing reasonable vehicle scheduling scheme and distribution route through deep research on logistics distribution can decrease the empty drive ratio of vehicle effectively, make the distribution route more reasonable, decrease transportation cost and improve the economic performance.
The core of logistics distribution is distribution vehicle scheduling problem. Vehicle scheduling problem of logistics distribution refers to how to allocate vehicles, organize transportation, minimize empty drive distance and transportation cost under the condition of given transportation task. Logistics distribution cost can be decreased through optimizing vehicle scheduling program (Jain et al., 2009) . Therefore, solving optimizing scheduling program with modern mathematical method and computer quickly is an important subject widely discussed by experts both at home and abroad. Vehicle routing problem (VRP) is an optimization of joint problems with the widest application in vehicle scheduling of logistics distribution (Liu, 2013) ; is the key problem in logistics distribution process and is a hot topic in the field of operations research and combinational optimization, which is in the central position of modern logistics (Anitha and Duraiswamy, 2012) .
Vehicle routing problem, simply speaking, is the proper selection of vehicle and route as well as reasonable preparation of transportation planning. It needs to make scientific distribution program to confirm reasonable vehicle distribution and vehicle route. Solving the vehicle routing problem reasonably can not only simplify distribution process, decrease times of distribution, decrease the empty drive ratio of distribution vehicle and then decrease logistics cost and improve economic performance, but also speed up the reaction speed to customer demand, improve service quality and increase the satisfaction of clients to logistics. Therefore, the research on vehicle routing problem is of great significance.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF VEHICLE ROUTING PROBLEM
The general description of this problem is: it is requested to design vehicle distribution route reasonably, make each vehicle departs from the distribution center and goes back to distribution center after accomplishing the distribution tasks of several demanding points by knowing the locations of distribution center, a series of clients demand points, the demand amount of clients, number and types of vehicles at distribution center and satisfying certain constraint conditions (Sotiropoulos et al., 2010) . Certain targets (for example, the shortest driving route, the lowest distribution cost, the optimal logistics distribution and service level and the less number of distribution vehicles etc) have been reached through optimizing vehicle scheduling and under the premise of satisfying customer demands (Shorakaei, 2014) . In research, some basic assumptions are usually made for constraint conditions, for example, accomplish distribution task with one distribution center and single type of vehicle; the distributed goods can be mixed; the location of each client and their distances to distribution center are already known; distribution center has enough goods for delivery and has enough transportation capacity (Panday and Bansal, 2015) ; each client is served by one vehicle and can only be served by one vehicle; the demand of each route can't exceed the maximum load of vehicle; all the vehicles depart from distribution center and go back to distribution center after accomplishing the task (Mcgehee, 2013; Mousavi et al., 2011; Skok et al., 2001) It may possibly need to consider about multiple distribution centers, multiple vehicles, time demand of customer service as well as the randomization of customer demand. For one specific problem, the above constraint conditions may be exist and may partially exist.
RESEARCH ON VEHICLE ROUTING PROBLEM BASED ON GENETIC ALGORITHM

CVRP mathematical model
Because CVRP (Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem, CVRP) that is the problem needs to consider about a lot of factors (such as number of distribution center, types of vehicle etc), make following basic assumptions for vehicle route problem for easy study:
(1) There is only one distribution center;
(2) There is only single type of vehicle (the loading is the same); (3) The location of distribution center and clients are known; (4) The demand of clients is known; (5) Each client is only visited by one vehicle; (6) The total demand of each route should not exceed the maximum load of vehicle; (7) All the vehicles depart from distributor center and go back to distribution center after accomplishing the tasks;
8) The total demand of client should not exceed the maximum load of vehicle.
Optimization target is the shortest vehicle route of customer demand.
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Number the distribution center as. for constructing the mathematical model easily. Number the clients as i(i=1,2,…,n), in which the main constraint is vehicle capacity constraint and then the mathematical model of CVRP problem is as following:
Target function:
Constraint conditions:
In the model:
Formula (2) is target function;
Formula (3) is the vehicle capacity constraint, which is that the total client demand of each route should not exceed the maximum load of vehicle;
Formula (4) indicates that each client is visited and can only be visited by one time;
Formula (5) indicates that there is only one vehicle arriving at each client;
Formula (6) indicates that there is only one vehicle departing from each client;
Formula (7) indicates that all the vehicles departs from distribution center and then go back to distribution center in the end; Formula (8) and (9) are integer constraints.
The optimization target of model is to minimize the vehicle route while satisfying the client demand.
Solve CVRP with basic genetic algorithm
Because there is similarity in CVRP and TSP, it usually adopts chromosome representation method the same as solving TSP when solving CVRP, which is the single layer chromosome coding scheme based on route representation. Basic genetic algorithm adopts single layer chromosome coding scheme based on route representation to design chromosome structure, introduces penalty function to deal with vehicle capacity constraints and selects suitable genetic operator to make genetic operation.
(1) Chromosome structure
To improve the efficiency, adoptnatural number coding for CVRP and one route of CVRP can be coded into one chromosome with the length of n+m+1: (0,i11,i12,…i1s,0,i21,i22,…i2t,0,…,0,im1,im2,…imk,0) , in which ijk indicates No.ijk task. This chromosome structure can be interpreted popularly as vehicle departing from distribution center 0, going back to distribution center 0 after passing tasks i11, i12,…, i1s and forming into sub-route 1; and then departing from distribution center 0, going back to distribution center 0 after passing the unvisited tasks i21, i22,…, i2t and forming into sub-route 2; repeating until all the n tasks are visited. The internal sub-route of this chromosome structure is orderly, if clients exchange positions in sub-route 1, the value of target function will change; while if it is out of order among sub-routes, if sub-route 1 and sub-route 2 exchange positions, and then the value of target function will not change. m is the number of vehicles needed to accomplish the task. To arrange transportation route, firstly, it needs to make reasonable estimation for the number of vehicles for accomplishing the transportation task. Generally, the more constraints for the problem, the more difficult for organization path, the fewer tasks satisfying all constraints of one vehicle; in practical calculation process, it usually confirm the number of vehicle based on formula (10).
(2) Treatment for vehicle capacity constraint
The structure of chromosome designed based on above method changes in crossover and mutation process; the chromosome produced after genetic operation may not meet the constraint of vehicle capacity; therefore, adopt the method of penalty function to deal with constraints and change vehicle capacity constraint into part of target function:
In which,
is the penalty value made when not satisfying the capacity constraint. To meet the capacity constraint strictly, there should be M→∞, but considering about the inconvenience of computer processing, M can select one suitable positive. The value of corresponding target function not satisfying constraint capacity is big and adaptability is low, which will be eliminated in the genetic operation process.
(3) Adaptability function Take the reciprocal of target function as adaptability function, that is f(x)=1/F(x), in which F(x) is target function. In this paper, target function indicates corresponding diving distance of individual, the shorter corresponding driving distance of individual, the higher adaptability, the longer corresponding driving distance of individual, the lower adaptability (Gierthmühlen et al, 2007) .
(4) Selection of genetic operator
Due to the features of chromosome coding, the chromosome crossover operation can't make simple crossover for the genes of two chromosomes directly based on traditional crossover method and it has to construct new crossover method. In addition, as the internal sub-route of chromosome is orderly while it is out of order among sub-routes, it is difficult to solve the good features of parents if adopts common crossover operator for solving TSP. For example, in chromosome A=012304560, 01230 has become the subroute of the optimal route, while 04560 has not become the optimal sub-route. Make crossover for chromosome, if the selected crossover part includes gene segment 30, the offspring formed after crossover operation may lose the excellent gene of 01230. Therefore, one new crossover method-maximum preserved crossover has been proposed in this paper.
①If two genes at chromosome crossover points are both 0, and then make sequential crossover directly. First, preserve the selected gene segments and all genes 0, fill in to the corresponding location of offspring chromosome, and then delete this gene segment and gene 0 from corresponding paternal chromosome and fill the test genes into the blank location of offspring chromosome based on sequence. For example: 
The offspring produced after maximum preservation crossover operation is:
EXAMPLE VERIFICATION AND RESULTS ANALYSIS
C++ language has been adopted in this paper to realize improved genetic algorithm in this paper and example verification has been made for above algorithm on computer with CPU frequency of 1.73GHz and inventory of 512MB.
Example verification
To test the performance of improved genetic algorithm, test if it can offer better results for large-scale vehicle routing problem. The improved genetic algorithm in this paper has calculated VRP benchmark test example E-n51-k5. In the example, the number after n indicates the size of problem and its value equals to total number of clients +1 (including distribution center); the number after k indicates the number of vehicles requested by optimal solution.
Verify with E-n51-k5V testing problem proposed by Christofides and Eilon.
This testing problem has one distribution center and 50 customer demand points, the coordinates and customer demand of distribution center and each client are as shown in table 1 and the vehicle capacity is 160. It needs to arrange the distribution route of vehicles reasonably to minimize the distribution route. 
Results analysis
Operate this example on computer randomly with improved genetic algorithm for 8 times and the attained optimal results are as following:
The attained shortest route is 524.62 and the corresponding 5 routes are:
Vehicle 1 The results after 8 times of random operation are as shown in table 2.
It can be seen from table 2 that the average value of the optimal results based on improved genetic algorithm after 8 operations is 533.73, the maximum value of optimal solution after 8 operations is 553.56 and the minimum value is 524.62; there is small difference between optimal results within 6% and the results are relatively stable. Its reaction time is 5s and the convergence speed is fast. Use this algorithm to solve and the results are satisfactory. The adoption of adaptive crossover probability and 2-opt mutation operator has improved the searching ability of algorithm, improved the convergence rate of improved genetic algorithm greatly and made up the shortage of basic genetic algorithm which is easily to be trapped in local optimal. Under the large-scale situation, the solution result of this improved genetic algorithm is better and the success rate of searching is higher. Literature (Potvin et al., 1996) adopts saving algorithm and two-phase method; literature (Reed, 1996) adopts simulated annealing algorithm; literature (Contardo and Martinelli, 2014) adopts particle swarm algorithm; literature (Ezzatneshan, 2010) basic genetic algorithm solves E-n51-k5 VRP testing problems respectively and the optimal values comparison of five heuristic algorithm is as shown in table 3.
The data in table 3 has shown that the algorithm proposed in this paper can attain better optimal value. The optimal solution solved by improved genetic algorithm designed in this paper is 11.5% higher than the optimal solution attained by saving algorithm, 4.2% higher than the results attained by two-phase method and is improved obviously than the results attained by simulated annealing algorithm and particle swarm algorithm; compared with basic genetic algorithm, the solution of improved algorithm is better, which explains that the algorithm performance proposed in this paper is more superior and is an effective optimization method. When solving large-scale VRP problem, it can shorten the distribution distance. The improved algorithm is with good global searching performance, can search for better feasible solution and improve the convergence speed of genetic algorithm at the same time. This algorithm is easy and convenient for operation and is a practical and feasible optimization method for solving the vehicle routing problem of logistics distribution.
CONCLUSION
This paper has elaborated the basic idea, operation steps and improvement methods of genetic algorithm in details, analyzed CVRP problem, established mathematical model and introduced the principle and steps of basic genetic algorithm of solving CVRP on this basis and proposed improved genetic algorithm based on double layer chromosome coding scheme and adaptive crossover probability for the shortage of genetic algorithm. Example verification has been made with adoption of C++ programming and VRP standard testing data and the results have proven the feasibility and effectiveness of this algorithm.
